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ABSTRACT

All objects have various shapes and dimensions. When the three dimensional
objects were captured by camera, the output will be two dimensional images
although were captured from different angles, this will lead to some mis-
perceptions for observer especially the one never seen the images before. To
overcome these misperceptions, it was required a program which is capable of
converting a two dimensional image in a digital three dimensional objects.
However, conversion process takes a long time without standard measure of
real objects to virtual especially for objects with different basic form. The
standard is the parametric box with parametric coordinate points to allow
creating virtual objects with nearly the exact size of the original. The research
uses Rhinoceros 4.0 and Grasshopper to generate the algorithm. The algorithm
is designed based on the basic form of object (circle, triangle and square) by
using the hierarchy logic of the water gallon. The result is the Smart Generative
Algorithm (Smart Gen-A) which can re-create the 2D image into digital 3D and
even give the nearly unlimited possible shape for architectural reconstruction.
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ABSTRAK

Setiap benda memiliki berbagai macam bentuk dan ukuran. Ketika benda tiga
dimensi ditangkap oleh kamera, hasil luarannya akan menjadi dua dimensi
walaupun ditangkap dari sudut berbeda, hal ini akan menimbulkan salah
persepsi oleh pengamat terutama apabila benda itu belum pernah dia lihat
sebelumnya. Untuk mengatasi kesalahan persepsi ini, dibutuhkan sebuah pro-
gram yang mampu merubah gambar dua dimensi menjadi objek digital tiga
dimensi. Bagaimanapun juga, proses konversi akan memakan waktu lama
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tanpa standar pengukuran dari benda nyata menjadi virtual terutama untuk
objek dengan bentuk dasar yang berbeda. Standar yang digunakan dalam
penelitian ini adalah “parametrix box” dengan koordinat titik parametrik yang
memungkinkan membuat objek virtual dengan ukuran hampir sama dengan
aslinya. Penelitian ini menggunakan Rhinoceros 4.0 dan Grasshopper untuk
membuat algoritma. Algoritma didesain berdasarkan bentuk dasar (lingkaran,
segitiga dan kotak) menggunakan logika hirarki dari galon air. Hasilnya
berupa algoritma cerdas (Smart Gen-A) yang dapat merekonstruksi gambar 2D
menjadi digital 3D dan bahkan memberikan kemungkinan bentuk yang hampir
tak terbatas dalam bidang rekonstruksi arsitektur.

Kata kunci: algoritma generatif, titik-titik parametrik, obyek 2D, obyek 3D

INTRODUCTION

Background

When the 3-dimensional objects were photographed, the outcome object will be
two-dimensional images. But the same thing if photographed from different
angles, will get a different 2-dimensional images that arise different perception
of each photo even wrong perception. For example the case study of rugby ball.
When the ball captured from the front side, we will get a circular object like
target board of arrow game. In different angle, we captured the ball from the left
side then we get an ellipse image as Figure 1.

Figure 1. Captured Images of Rugby from Front Side (Left)
and Rear Side (Right)

Source: Clipartist, 2011

The rugby ball case is misperception problem of 2D digital photos. To resolve
this problem, we need a software to convert the 2D photo to be 3D digital object
like AutoCad or 3D Image Commander. But the conversion process takes a
long time if there is no standard size from real object to the virtual one. And for
the different object that has no same standard shape, the conversion process
must be start by devising algorithm from first step.
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According to the problem, the idea is about making smart algorithm to convert
from 2d photo to be 3d digital object based parametric points. From one basic
shape of the object we get one algorithm. This algorithm could be used to
construct another object that has similar basic shape or geometry.

The main problem in this study is how to design smart algorithm based
parametric points as 2D photo converter to be 3D digital modeling automati-
cally. The expected output from this program is standardization of 2D photo
object, parametric box studio that used to get photo input, and design of Smart
Generative Algorithm (SMART Gen-A).

Algorithm

The word ‘algorithm’ derives from the name of the mathematician and scientist
from Persian, Mohammed ibn-Musa al-Khwarizmi. Algorithm is step-by-step
procedure as an effective method or formula for solving a problem. Algorithm
used for data processing and various calculation. More than ordinary calculation,
algorithm is a process that calculate variables approaching infinity apply for
computer application (Boolos and Jeffrey, 1999).

Inside a process of algorithm, the data take from an input source and noted at an
output device. The data saved for next processing as data structures. The
processes of algorithm can be going on long stand and crucial, but it will stop in
a specific point to get the result like unique value.

There are many kinds of algorithm. It can be distinguished by its function either
way to manage the data. Algorithm commonly expressed in pseudo code, flow
chart, programming language and tables of control. The origin algorithm inside
the application of computer is complex and commonly used in technical cases.
Use of algorithm for certain application can be patented.

Generative Algorithm

Algorithm used in various application, including software like computer-aided
drawing(CAD) and computer-aided architectural drawing (CAAD). They need
generative algorithm as method for shaping visual model in three dimension
(3D). Basically, design aspect of geometry in 3D CAD arranged in parametric
space. Generative algorithm method let the user of CAD possible to change the
geometry shape without reprocess the step from beginning, only by changing
the parameters of the object (Khabazi, 2010).

Some another generative algorithm used in CAD named Finite Elements
Method (FEM) and Finite Elements Analysis (FEA) measuring the complex
activity of geometry shape like flexibility, stiffness, pressure, and fluid. Output
of FEM and FEA is specific number or visualization, for example through the
color.
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Over all, generative algorithm enable the CAD’s users to create transformation
or arrangement of complex geometry such on the nature. Not only shape, but
also enable to explore, simulate, analyze, and control that form of complex
geometry (Hermawan, 2010).

Mathematics in Generative Algorithm

Generative Algorithm is one of method for computational 3D modeling and
computer graphics. Knowing essential mathematics for computational design
bring the design professionals to the foundation of mathematical concept which
is effective for the development of the project (Issa, 2010). During creation of
the object, we must have knowledge about geometry. Mathematics operation is
important for support the geometry development like vector, matrix, transfor-
mation, curve, and parameter.

Methods

The method for this study is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Method
Source: author’s documentation
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

First step, it is important to look at many of  two dimensional basic shapes from
many objects, by doing so we conclude that there are three basic shapes to be
selected: circle, square, and triangle. From those shapes, we make matric table
as shown in Figure 3 than we get six different three dimensional object: cone,
cylinder, triangle pyramid, square pyramid, beam, and prism. The three dimen-
sional object as the result from first matric called object with hierarchy level 2.

Figure 3. Matric of Selected Basic Shape
Source: author’s documentation

Figure 4 shows matric of object built from basic shape with specific repeating
in hierarchy level 1 until 10. This basic logic is used for develop basic algo-
rithm in gallon to be case study which has circle as basic shape.

Figure 4. Matric of Combined Object in Any Level
Source: author’s documentation
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Circle-Ellipse Based Algorithm

Smart Gen-A is created step by step in grasshopper framework during the vir-
tual visualization as the result of the algorithm presented in rhinoceros frame-
work. The schema of creating smart generative algorithm is shown in ordered
step by Table 1.

Table 1. The Schema of Smart Generative Algorithm

Step Virtual Update Operator Note

1 Using XY operator, the
algorithm start in XY
area of parametric box.
Define a center point in
XY area with point
operator.

2 Create a circle with
specific diameter value
from the center point
by circle-ellipse
operator.

3 Duplicate the circle-
ellipse with move
operator till specific
copies/value called
hierarchy level.
Direction of the copies
in Z area by unit Z
operator.

4 In order to select the
specific circle-ellipse
easily, list each circle-
ellipse as ordered
number  with list-item
operator. After make
list item, arrange offset
in specific hierarchy
level of circle-ellipse.
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5 Give the skin  by loft
operator  then a 3D
digital gallon is created

6 In order to make
arrangement value of
parameter
automatically, add the
important component
called slider operator.

Source: author’s documentation

The complete algorithm in grasshopper framework is shown by Figure 5 below.

Figure 5. Algorithm schema
Source: author’s documentation

By using this algorithm, we can convert a photo of a gallon in parametric box to
be a virtual image as 3d digital object as given by Figure 6. After successfully
get the original algorithm, change the parameter such as diameter and high of
specific circle-ellipse by slider component than we get another shapes of
familiar object like bottle, rugby ball, chemistry glass, pitcher, pen, lemon tea
glass, even bowl as given by Figure 7.

Figure 6. A Gallon Photo Conversion from 2D to 3D
Source: author’s documentation
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Figure 7. Transformation Shape of Gallon
from Circle-Ellipse Based Algorithm

Source: author’s documentation

Polygon Based Algorithm

To evaluate the algorithm, subtitute the circle-ellips by polyline. By using the
same procedure as the circle-ellipse do, we get another Smart Gen-A with
square as basic geometry. Set triple points for the polyline then repeat by
random four points and we get object likes monument as given by figure 8.

Figure 8. Smart Gen-A by Polygon as Basic Geometry
with triple points (left) and four points (right)

Source: author’s documentation
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Architecture Based Algorithm

Back to main purpose for Smart Gen-A as photo converter, input some
architectural photo in virtual parametric box like Monument of Jogja, Monu-
ment of Monas in Indonesia, St.Mary Axe in London, Guangzhou TV Tower in
China, Taipei Tower in Taiwan, Pyramide de Louvre in France. Using the both
algorithm from gallon and monument, thoose photos convert to 3D digital
object as given by Figure 9. At last, finish the step by rendering operation in
order to look as same as real object in photo input which conversion is shown
by Figure 10.

Figure 9. Convertion process with Smart Gen-A
Source: author’s documentation
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Figure 10. Architectural Photo Conversion
Source: author’s documentation

CONCLUSIONS

Generative algorithm is a method which is let the user of CAD possible to
change the geometry shape without reprocess the step from beginning, only by
changing the parameters of the object. In order to get photo input as same as
real object, parametric box is the solution for standarization. To evaluate the
program, input some architectural photo in rhinoceros. By canging the value of
slider in grasshopper, Smart Gen-A can convert from 2d photo object to be 3d
digital object. Beside that, we can reconstruct another object with one algorithm
since the object has similar basic shape without start from begin.
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